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Application Note #2446 
 

Understanding Stepper Motor Parameters MT and KS 
 
 
 
There are two commands that are critical in setting up a stepper motor correctly – MT (Motor 
Type) and KS (Stepper Smoothing).  These two commands set up how the controller will output 
step pulses to the stepper driver. 
 
Part1: MT  (Motor Type) 
The MT command tells the controller that the axis in question is a stepper motor and not a servo 
motor.  Before this command can go through successfully, the SM jumpers must be installed on 
the controller (except on Accelera Series).  Check the stepper drive manufacturer specs to 
determine what value for MT is required to match up with the step/direction input.  For Galil 
stepper drivers (SDM-20240 and SDM-20640), a value of MT-2 is required. The command 
reference gives the following description for the MT command: 
 
DESCRIPTION: 

The MT command selects the type of the motor and the polarity of the drive signal.  Motor types 
include standard servomotors, which require a voltage in the range of +/- 10 Volts, and step 
motors, which require pulse and direction signals.  The polarity reversal inverts the analog signals 
for servomotors, and inverts logic level of the pulse train, for step motors. 

 
ARGUMENTS: MT n,n,n,n,n,n,n,n         or  MTA=n       where 

n = 1        Specifies Servo motor 
n = -1        Specifies Servo motor with reversed polarity 
n = -2        Specifies Step motor with active high step pulses 
n = 2         Specifies Step motor with active low step pulses 
n = -2.5     Specifies Step motor with reversed direction and active high step pulses 
n = 2.5      Specifies Step motor with reversed direction and active low step pulses 
n = ?         Returns the value of the motor type for the specified axis. 

 
 
Here is the graphical representation of the step/direction signals: 
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There is a ½ sample delay (500usec at TM1000) between the direction bit changing state and the 
first pulse coming out.  In the diagram below it is assumed that the last move was in the positive 
direction and thus the direction signal is high to start.  The IP-2 command causes the controller to 
change the direction bit low, wait 500usec, and then output two falling edges.  The MC command 
waits for all the pulses to come out and then the IP2 command is executed.  This causes the 
controller to change the direction bit high, wait 500usec and output two falling edges. 
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Part 2: KS (Stepper Smoothing) 
 
In general, stepper motors do not like abrupt changes in the frequency pulses are sent.  For 
smoother operation and to minimize the potential for the stepper to miss steps, a digital filter (KS) 
should be used on the stepper output.  On the controller, everything is handled in a “sample 
period” which is approximately 1msec when at TM1000.  As an example, let’s say a speed of 
666steps/sec is specified – this translates to a pulse being generated 2 out of every 3 sample 
periods as shown below.  Without any filtering, the frequency would vary because the steps 
would be limited to integer values that come out based on the 1msec sample clock.  However, by 
adding a digital low pass filter after the profiler, the controller is able to output a fixed frequency 
that matches the desired speed.  Here is a graphical representation of what the constant speed 
phase of the motion would look like: 
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Galil recommends having at least a small amount of KS (over 0.5) because the low pass filter 
prevents large abrupt changes in frequency.  In the example below, if a high KS value is used, 
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the controller will limit the maximum change in frequency over 1 sample period.  A low KS value 
will allow larger changes in frequency to occur.  This is most useful in the AC and DC phases of 
motion. 
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It is hard to say what a good KS value is because it is always system dependent.  For general 
purpose motion where move time has a lower priority than smoothness of operation, a KS value 
between 1 and 4 is a good start.  Values lower than 1 should be used with caution because this 
allows abrupt changes in the frequency and there is a higher chance of exciting a resonance.  If 
smoothness of operation is critical, a high KS value will help achieve this but keep in mind that 
large values of KS will extend the motion time.  The amount of time that the motion is extended is 
equal to 3*KS sample periods.  Here is the equation to figure out what the motion time will be: 
 

)(*3___ samplesKStimemotionprofiledtimemotion +=  
 
so if a move of 1000steps is supposed to take 500 samples based on the profiled motion time 
and a KS value of 5 is used, the actual motion time will be 515 samples.  So at TM1000, the 
move will take approximately 515msec. 
 
Due to this, it is critical that the MC trip-point be used to determine when motion is complete when 
using a stepper motor.  This is because the MC (motion complete) command waits for the actual 
pulses to finish outputting whereas the AM (after motion) trip-point simply waits for the “profiled” 
motion to complete.  For more information on the MT or KS commands, please contact Galil to 
talk to an applications engineer on what values are best for your system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


